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a wide range of features, such as filters, advanced effects and advanced editing tools, ensure that youll be able to adjust and
customize every aspect of your videos at the touch of a button. the newest speed editor is equipped with several powerful
tools to make the editing process even easier and faster. you can now adjust your video in a whole new way, with a fully

integrated new workflow. all these features will also help you create high-quality projects. new: a more advanced and flexible
export function lets you output your movies as mpeg4, avi and wmv files; there are eight quality settings to choose from.
when exporting to mpeg4, you can create dvd quality and preview playback. add comments and music tracks and create
newsletters and slide shows. magix tells me that they have finally managed to find a printer that can print good full-page
screen captures of various interfaces as part of the user manual. the screen capture above was printed off of the second
double-sided manual page, and its just about what youd expect from the pdf. each of the pdf pages includes (for the first

time) a table of contents, so you shouldnt have any trouble finding what youre looking for. there is a lot of info, but i found the
information to be well organized and clear. so besides the ode screens and manuals, you should also be getting a quick start
(with the us edition) and the full software manual. there are a couple of extra items you should consider if youre going to get
a new magix package. there are two magazines included in the retail package, which you can read them in sequence (one
covering the previous version of samplitude, the other new content for samplitude producer) or you can refer to them as

youre using the software.
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a streaming version of movie editing was also added to movie edit pro 2013. playback of files and
streams without any software installation is now available with compatible media players. this way
you dont have to buy the license to watch the movie you create in the program on your personal
computer or share it online. it is even possible to archive and download files to your hard disk, so
you can work with them offline. thanks to the new background image process in the program, you
can now get creative when creating certain backgrounds by freely combining the screen with other
images. create your own cool background effects and materials to easily enhance your projects. for
example, when you combine a photo with a video you can use it for a virtual screen saver. with the
new video timeline, it is easier to edit any part of a video file, such as the beginning, ending or the

audio track. what else can you expect from a video editor? another notable feature is the support for
up to 4k (4k is 4,096 x 2,160) resolution content with full support for apple devices and a wide

selection of cameras. editing locally on your ipad or iphone is another cool feature that is now also
possible in movie edit pro. and, if you use a supported usb 3.0-ieee 1394 adapter, you can even edit

on your ipad or iphone and save the project on your pc (in the same way as the previously
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mentioned video editing). especially for movie lovers, a sophisticated movie review feature is now
available: watch all key sequences of your movie and automatically filter out the best parts. find out

why you love your movie! 5ec8ef588b
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